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Orientation Session

Introduction to the new session 2017-LB

Principal, Ms Anjali Kotnala

RDPS

Guest Lecture Hall

12 April 2017 (40 mins)

Students of Class V A-E

Student's Workshop
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OBJECTI\IES:

To acquaint and empower the students about the culture and the school norms.

To prorzide practical and academic inforunation in order to make their learning more conducive.

To instill a sense of responsibility among the students.

To prepare students for reflective learning.

DESCRIPTI]ON:

"Education is the passport to the future, for tomorraw belongs to those wha prepare for it today"

The goal of the orientation program is to develop responsible partners in the learning process by nurturing

communication, cooperation, and collaboration among the students and school environment. Orientation programs

facilitate the transition and integration of students into the learning environment in a more conducive way. Keeping

the same in perspective, an orientation programme for the students of class V was conducted by RDPS. The session

presided by the respectable Principal Ma'am aimed at uprising the students about the new responsibilities and the

new domains they would be exposed to after being promoted to class V. lia'am principal shared with the students

the significance of respecting not only their teachers and parents but also their peer and everyone around them.

She quoted, "We need to respect the other person the way we wish to be respected." She also talked about

punctuality, respecting school property, regularity, packing bags as per the time table and many more vital points.

Overall, the session was highly interactive wherein the students shared aborrt their notions of being an ideal

student. The session proved to be extremely fruitful and enrichtng'
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